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For the record:
Author Katherine Brady
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Groups fOCus
on food, fast

Bonfire and brunch
mark Homecoming

by Jess Walter
Easterner Staff

Eastern Washington student
gro ups will sponsor Hunger
Awareness Week from Nov . 18 to
Nov . 22 , m a rking the fifth
straight yea r that Eastern students have raised money to alleviate hunger.
Among the activities scheduled
is a raffle , with tickets costing
$ .50 or three for a dollar . Prizes
include haircuts , dinners, pizza,
movie rentals , tools and autographed copies of books written
by EWU faculty .
Money raised will be di vided
bet ween local and over-seas hunger relief organizations . Last
year, st udents collected 24 cases
of peanut butler and other assorted food items.
A voluntary fast is also planned
to raL e money for hunger reli ef.
F'asters will enlist their own
s ponsors a nd begin the fast midnigh t Mo nday evening. There will
b a brief breakfasting pra yer
en ic , a t noon on Wednesday,
followed by a soup lunch at the
K-Housc, on the corner of N. 9th
a nd E lm streets in Cheney .
In addition, a tabl e will be set
up in the PUB during the week ,
with information on hunger
awa reness.
The groups involved in Hunger
Awareness Week are : International Student Association , Undergraduate Social Work Student
Organization, Latter Day Saints
Church and Student Groups,
Newman Center, Cayam Lutheran Campus Ministry Group, Inter
Varsity, Southern Baptist Student Ministries, Peace Committee, United Ministries in Higher
Education ( K-House ) Cheney
See calendar p. 16

by Tami Per,dergraft
Easterner Staff

This years EWU Hom ecoming
celebration commenced las t
Wednesday with the traditional
Homecoming Queen Pa geant and
will culminate in the annual
football game and dance this
Saturday .
A va ri ety of events ha ve been
scheduled for the week of festi vities . Earlier this week , live music
was featured in the P UB during
the lunch hour . Toda y at noon,
Marcella Ruble will present free
palm rea ding and astrology in the
PUB MPR Rubl e can also be
seen tonight a t 5 p.m . at the EWU
Spokane Cent er .
Tomorrow eveni ng at 7 p.m., a
pep rally and bonfire wi ll be
spon or db Pearce Hall . It will
be held behind Woodward Field

pho10 by Chad Hutson

EWU ROTC Color Guards march past the symbol of the
soldier last Friday at a service honoring the 43 EWU vets
who lost their lives in war.

and wil l feature the Ea stern
Eagle ma cot, the chee rleader .
liv e mu. ic and a special gue t
pea ker .
Following the bonfire , at 9
p.m ., there will be a dance in the
P B pon ored by Pearce Hall in
coo pera tion with Residential
Life . Admission will be free to
those with a Pearce Hall Student
Acti\ ity Ca rd and $1 for those
without . Music will be provided
by Black Ro.,e .
A football relay , sponsored by
De lta Omega Fraternity, will
kick off the game da ) events at 9
a .m . Saturday. Nov . 16. Members
of the fraternity will relay the
ga me ball in one-mile shifts from
Woodward Field to Joe Albi
Stadium .
Also on Saturda y is a pre-game
brunch at Ca vanaugh s Inn Al
The Park , Spokane. The tradi tional champagne brunch will be

held from 11 a .m . to I p.rn.
Saturday at a cost of $12 per
person and will feature a gourmet meal , live music, the Eastern Eagle, EWU cheerleader s
a nd va r ious speaker s .
Hostesses for the brunch will be
Homecoming Queen Chiko Jittu
and her court. Reser vati ons are
r ecommended and ma y be made
b calli ng 359-235 1 from Cheney ,
or 458-6493 from Spokane, or by
sending a check pa yabl e to the
EW Foundation .
Outstanding alumni will be
recognized at the brunch , with
the class of 1950 highl y represented .
Following the brunch , at noon ,
the EWl boosters will s pon or a
tailgate victory rally in the parking lut of Joe Albi tadium .
At 2 p .m ., the Eastern Eagles

wi ll challenge the Montana Bobcats at Joe Alb i Stadi um . Highli ghting the game will be a
halftime perfo rmance b the
EW Ma r ching Band . The Homecomi ng Queen and her court will
b introduced at this time and
outstanding alumni awards will
be pre ented .
The Homecoming Dance will
conclude the week of events,
from 9 p .m . to 1 a .m ., in the
Grand Ballroom of the Spokane
Sheraton Hotel. Admission to the
semi -formal dance is free .
For EWU alumni, a courtesy
room will be reserved where
com plimentary snacks and beverages will be served. Room
discounts are available to those
who wish to spend the night and
can be obtained by calling 4559600 for reser va tions : be sure to
identify yourself as either an
EWU student or alumni .

Academic budget causing problems for faculty
by Chris Le Blanc

Associate Editor
Faculty at, Eastern Washington
University are facing problems
associated with an academic affairs budget that many feel is
inadequate ; however, there is a
difference of opinion among department chairs as to where to
place the blame.
The problems are caused by
the university's inability to get its
budget approved in Olympia,
which stems from "the president's inability to work with the
legislature," said Mathematics
Department Chair Jack Swann.
Due to a shortage of faculty in
the mathematics department, an
"undue burden" is being placed
on the faculty. Five courses are
being taught on part-time overload, s3.id Swann.

Part-time overload is when full
time facuity teach beyond their
usual load, Swann said.
•·we feel an obligation to teach
these courses ... students need
t.hem. We have a need for more
faculty," Swann added.
Problems facing faculty in the
history department stem from ''a
lack of- money," History Department Chair Donald Pierce simply
stated.
Pierce pointed out that cutbacks in money available for the
library to purchase books and
periodicals has affected the history department.
"In our discipline, the library is
very important.. .it has dropped
off quite dramatically," said
Pierce. The map collection in the
department is getting very old
and the department hs had trou-

ble in the past keeping within its
budget for travel, duplicating and
film rental expenses, Pierce added.
"We have been bailed out by
the dean the last couple of
years, " said Pierce.
Pierce agrees that University
President H. George Frederickson could be mor~ effective with
the legislature but spread the
blame to the university's board of
trustees and the economic conditions of the state.
" (Frederickson) is a man, as
you know, who when he wants
something he goes out and has
done quite a job of getting what
he wants. Some feel if he was not
so forceful and was more subtle
he would be more effective," said
Pierce.
The economic condition of the

state is not that good and when it
comes to allocating budgets,
· ·I've read there is -a kind of
punitive feeling ... an element of
the legislature doesn ' t seem to
care too much for us ( EWU ),"
said Pierce .
This " punitive feeling ," according to Pierce, is due to "the
fact that for a long time. there
has been a rivalry between Washington State University and EWU
for Spokane as we <EWU) have
tried to expand . WSU has more
clout in the legislature and in
Spokane,'· said Pierce.
Pierce added, "the board has
not shown much sympathy toward the faculty and students ."
Problems in the physics department are due to " a lack of a
dedicated equipment budget,"
according to Physics Department

Chai r Robert Ruotsalainen .
·' My guess is that the importance of maintaining existing
equipment and acquiring more
may not have been appreciated in
the past. " Ruotsalainen said.
The department is in need of
word processing capabilities and
the current department equipment budget is not enough to
cover the expense, let alone to
replace old equipment, said Ruotsalainen .
One area that Ruotsalainen
defined as " critical " is the advanced lab which is required for
a physics major . Money is needed
for equipment in the lab.
' 'Even at the levd of alloca tions for this year it might even
be impossible to maintain the
physics maior program, " Ruotcontinued on pa~e 16
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~omb .report unfou-nded;
vandals ..hit video games
A woman called University
Police Tuesday, Nov . 5, claiming she had overheard two
men discussing a bomb that
had been placed in the RTV
building, but a search of the
building turned up nothing.
The woman called the university operator at 2:30 p.m. ,
but refused to give her name .
According to Sgt. Vertie
Brown, the building was not
evacuated because the possibility of a bomb was highly
unlikely . Nevertheless , the
building was searched thoroughly, and no bomb was
found .
In other campus news last
week:
-Two video games were broken into Nov . 6, and about $25
was taken. University police

said the theft was probably
related to a similar incident
occurring two days earlier in
which a single machine was
vandalized.
-Several credit cards and
$200 in cash were taken from a
rented car parked in the Showalter lot , Nov. 4 between 8: 30
and 10: 30 a .m . Police have no
suspects .
-Two thefts were reported
following a dance at the PUB
Multi-Purpose Room last Friday. A wallet containing $120
and a jacket were reported
stolen.
-A student patrolm;in used
snow to put out a fire started
in a garbage can Saturday
night. The fire was caused by
a can of adhesive which had
bee n lit and thrown into the
garbage can .

Arizona agencies move reluctantly
when dealing with hazardous waste
Someone at the U. Arizona's
Radiation Control Center dumped vials of low-level radioactive
waste in a dumpster Oct. 1, and
now the state's Radiation Regulatory Agency says it will investigate.
The same agency last week
"reluctantly" approved of neighboring Arizona State's revocation
of the license of a zoology profes-

sor to handle radioactive mat.erials.
ASU discovered the professor
had spilled r~dioactive material
and neglected to report it to
authorities .
And U. Florida officials last
week decided to comply with a
Nuc1ear Regulatory Agency order to remove excess uranium
from the campus.

WE· CATER TO COWARDS ...
Kenneth M. Collins

D.o.s~, P.S.

1841 First Street
Cheney, WA 99004
FAMILY DENTISTRY
Monday-Thursday, 7-4 or call
24 Hrs: 235-8451 or 624-1447

Cheney Grange ·.supply
118 Union
235-6274

Cold Weather Specials
FLANNEL SHIRTS $15.49
RUBBER PACK BOOTS/Liners $19.45
NYLON LINED COATS Reg. $21.95
SPECIAL $19.95
LARGE SELECTION OF LINED
WINTER GLOVES

7~
LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11 :00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Thurs .. Nov. I 4 Scotch Broth Soup, Hot Dogs/Coney Sauce, Chicken
Ala King, Deli Bar, White & Banana Bread, Cocoa
Krispy Bars

Decrea~ing
temperature
•
increases
accidents

..

_ob Quin

SATU · · -·

EATHER MAP

by Chris LeBlanc

Associate Editor

Sub-freezing temperatures and
icy roads and walkways , typical
of the winter season at Eastern
Washington University, have
crept upon us over the Veterans
Day weekend bringing an increased potential for accidents.
The Cheney Police Department
responds to 15 to 20 automobile
accidents each month in the
winter due to slick driving conditions , said Police Chief Jerome
Gardner.
There is no major increase in
'
A
.
personal injuries , as most of the
Last week's impr~ive snowstorm (8'2 ana. siege ofi Arctic air
accidents involve only property
will give way to' a "short/ ' period of warmer weather, on Friaay
damage, mostly ' 'people sliding
and Saturday. A f.'a,;ific storm will sweep acrO$S the rrgion late
off the road and breaking stuff,"
said Gardner.
fr/day 4f!d eqrly .Saturday, depositing _more now. Temperarures
The Cheney Fire Department
will briefly rise to the low 4Q's. Regrettably,~1,;0/d ,_anad!lan air
becomes more active during the
'will ag(lin move into--tl.te ,r_egion early ne~t week.·
winter season, responding to a
greater number of structure
fires , said Fire Chief John Montcold weather "is it takes longer to
chitis , sinusitis and sore throat
ague.
get to fire and aid calls (due to
cases during the winter, a ccordThese fires stem from lack of
driving conditions). If people
ing to Dr . Charles Hough .
caution in the use of wood stoves ,
have to lay out exposed, it makes
As winter gets further on, the
fireplaces and floor heaters,
it hard on the patient," said
clinic sees a lot of sprains and
Montague said.
Montague.
increased fractures especially
Montague said he and his crew
Precautionary measures sugamong the elderly, said Hough.
have responded to fires caused by
gested by Montague include ha v"Students seem to have the
improper use of wood stoves,
ing woodstoves and fireplaces
reflexes and tenacity to stay on
people stacking box~f; next to
cleaned. If you are unfamiliar
their feet," Hough said.
heaters and turning them on in
with operating a woodstove or
In two and one half years,
the winter months wfthout movfireplace, have your landlord
Hough said he has not seen a case
ing the boxes, using Coleman fuel
show you how to operate it
of hypothermia or frost bite
to start fires in their fireplaces • properly and do not use other
treated at the clinic, although
and using torches to thaw frozen
fuels than wood, paper and matthey have treated a number of
pipes.
ches, he added.
"white fingers and toes."
The main concern for the fire
The Cheney Medical Clinic
"In Cheney, people are not
department brought on by the
treats a greater number of bronisolated enough to be forced
outside for extended periods of
time," explained Hough.·
Hough advises people to stay
warm and to wear a hat if going
outside after exercising.
~(S ~ 4~
"These are simple common
~
~
sense
things, but you would be
RESTAURANT
:
surprised .how many people don't
809 1st St.
Cheney
235,4420
do it ," Hough said.
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Breakfast Specials
Monday-Friday 6:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
#1 3 pancakes, 1 egg ............. $1.55
#2

#'

1 biscuit with gravy, patty sausage
and 2 eggs

:

!
:

*:
*
*
:

:

Biscuits & gravy ................ $1.30
Country Breakfast .............. $2.95

#4
#5

2 pieces trench toast, 2 eggs .... $2.15
2 pieces trench toast, 2 pieces of

s~~~:;-~ ii~k~: ~~~-~~~~~-~~-- -..

1
#6

~

52 45
.

1 egg ........................... $1.95
#7 3 pancakes, 2 pieces bacon or
eausage ........................ $2.45"
* No Substitutes
FREE Coffee with any Breakfast Special

LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS ALSO- MON.-FRI.
LOW PRICED QUALITY FOOD!!

*
**
*
*:
#
*
#*
#
*
#

fi

*
:
*
i
*
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Physics faculty
opposes weaponry
About half the faculty members in the physics departments
of 14 top research schools have
signed a nationwide petition to
pledge not to take money to
research weaponry for the administration Strategic Defense
Initiative, petition organizers report.

Editor rehired
after ad refusal
Federal Judge Horace Gilmore
has ordered WSU's publications
board to rehire Patri'cia Macereoni, who the board had fired as
editor of the student paper because she refused to accept military recruiting ads in the paper.

FISHERS OF MEN
BIBLE BOOKSTORE

Fri.. Nov. I 5

Manhatten Clam Chowder, Turkey Fried Rice, Hamburger/Fries, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat Bread, Sugar
Cookies

Sat., Nov. 16

BRUNCH

Sun .. Nov. 17

BRUNCH

Mon., Nov. 18

Cream of Chicken Soup, Hamburger/Fries, Burritos,
Deli Bar, White & Pumpkin Bread, Peanut Butter
Cookies

"Show me your ways, 0 Lord, teach me your
paths; guide me in your truth and te~c~ me, for
you are God my Savior, and my hope IS In you all
day long." (Psalm 25, Verse 4 and 5, N.I.V.) ·

Tues., Nov. 19

Cream of Potato Soup, Ham & Cheese on Muffin,
American Goulash, Deli Bar, White & Raisin Bread,
Ranger Cookies

BIBLES-CHRISTIAN LlifERATURE & SUPPLIES FOR ALL AGESIN CHENEY!

Wed., Nov. 20

Minestrone Soup, Chili Burger/Fries, Meat & Potato
~role, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat Bread, Sugar
Cookies

40 I First St. (at the traffic light)

1 I' •

.

I

~ •
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House approves
daylight extension
hy Chad llutson
News Editor

A recent bill sponsored by
Was hington "~nator Slade Gorton
calling for d~·i light savings tim e
lo be extended by four weeks,
wa s passed in the House of
Representatives Oct. 31 .
The bill calls for daylight savings times to begin the first
Sunday in April instead of the
last , and end on the first Sunday.
in November instead of the last
Sunday in October .
If the bill passes through Congress it. will take effect on April 6,
198(j,
Many feel this change could
prevent injuries , save energy and
increa se consumer buying.
The injuries the bill addresses

arc those that occur on Halloween , which is affecte d by the
earlier darkn ess created by turning back the clocks .
The energy equivalent of 50 ,000
barrels of oil were saved a day
when the U.S. e xtended daylight
savings time during the oil embargo of 197:l , according to Gorton .
This extension in 1973 is said to
be the same proposed in the bill.
Other studi es say that crime is
reduced when there are more
daylight hours .
By having an extra hour of
sunlight in the evening, Gorton
says the time would be used for
people to shop, have barbeques or
participate in sports, creating $4
to $5 billion more in sales from
the extension .

Student's disappearance
still left unanswered
Shawn Russell, the Eastern
student who disappeared May 7,
1985, is no longer missing, according to University Police Sgt.
Vertie Brown.
Russell contacted Brown Sept.
9, to report that he was alright,
and came in to Brown's office a
few days later to confirm it. He
would give no information concerning his whereabouts.
When contacted, Russell down-

Corporate Cup runners receive award at faculty reception. From left to right Bill O'Dell.

Grant Smith, Jeff Corkhill, Bob Gariepy, Dave Haugen.

Russell had been listed on the
national computer network as
missing since May. He had last
been seen on May 7 at about 5
p.m. His friends were baffled
about the disappearance an~
some people were concerned that
foul play could be involved.

OWIL PHARMACY
I

Honors seminar explores
changes undergone in '60s

played the incident, saying, "I
have no reason lo come back .
There is nothing to tell ."

120 F St.

I

235-8441

I

COME IN AND SEE THE
CHRISTMAS ITEMS ON SALE NOW
MANY DIFFERENT ORNAMENTS, GIFT
I

WRAPS, ETC., TO CHOOSE FROM

by Liz Stevens
Easterner staff
What do Barbie dolls, Woodstock , and the space program
have in common?
They are some of the topics
which will be discussed in "The
'60 ' : Decade of Tumult and
Change," a new honors seminar
being offered Winter quarter .
The course, which will be
taught by Robert Gariepy, Dean
of University Honors , is intended
to be a cultural appraisal of the
1960s.
The class will emphasize the

change the United States underwent after the assassination ot
President Kennedy in November ,
1963. According to Gariepy, the
decade falls into two distinct
parts . There was a time- of hope
and optimism, from 1960 until
Kennedy's assassination , when
youth were encouraged to work
within the system and believed
they could mak~ a difference .
When Kennedy was shot , America's hopes and dreams were
deflated , and a feeling of pessimism set in .

Students in the seminar will
view several video tapes including " The Graduate ," "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? ," and
' 'One Flew Over the Cukoo 's
Nest ." They will listen to the
music of the decade and learn
some of the dances of the time .
Students will also read and report
on two b0oks from the '60s .
Gariepy is looking forward to
the class .
continued on page JO

OPEN MON.•FRI. 9-7 AND SAT. 9-6

I
I
INCLUDES: :

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MOUNTAIN
GEAR

SKIS,
BOOTS,
POLES,
BINDINGS

TOTAL OUTDOOR OUTFITTERS

W. 12 SPRAGUE

·

838-8040

1
I
I
:
I
I
I
I
I
I
;

'-------------------------Homecoming Flowers
Corsages and
Boulonnieres

Chefs Flowers

1319 - 1st
Cheney

235-4916
838-7886

-~:---~

-~!Ii:~\
IF YOU CAN TAKE CHARGE HERE,
YOU CAN TAKE CHARGE ANYWHERE.
Today's Navy ofle rs on e of the best
opportunities you might ever havl' Ill
develop leadership experience.
It's expe rience that ha:-; given
a boo ' t to a lot of brilliant caree r:-;
in and out of the Navy. And it's
an inhere nt part of a Navy oflicl•r·s
professional deV(:.' lopment .
M~nagement opening:,; in
finance, inventory control and purchasing, scientific, engineering and
-technical fields offer a wide vuriet~•
of opportunities to work in a
challenging environment that can
be very rewarding.
NAVY R

Excepti o nal be ne fit s include free
rr!l'dical a nd dl•ntal care. :30 d ay s·
p·~ id vacation each ~'l'a r. plus lax-frl'l'
allowance:-; .
Minimum qualifications rl•qu irl'
a BA or B degree. . ·. citizl•nship.
and securit~· cll•aranc:e. You mu :-;t
not have reaclwd your 29th birthda.v
by commissioning. An aptitude anrl
ph ysical t est an' rcquirt>d . For further
i nformutiol). ca 11

E CRUITING DI S TRI C T. S

A TTLE

7500 SANO POINT WAY N E
NAVAL STATION . BL DG 30
S E ATTL E . WA 9 811
(206) 526- 3 0 43
TOL L FR EE

1- 800- 562 - 4009 WITHIN WA
1-800- 426 -362 6 OUT S IDE WA

NAVY OFFICERS GR RESPONSIBIUTY FAST.
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editorial
Tuesday's vigil shows
student attitude change

.

I WONDER IF STUDENT

SERVICES CAN AFFORD ANY
FUTURE BUDGET CUTS.?

Tuesday's historic Reagan-Gorbachev sumn. tt can seem as
distant and abstract to Eastern students as Geneva is far from
Cheney.
Viewed through a cloud of propaganda , suspicion and secrecy, it
is hard to see the reality behind the peace talks.
Add to this the incredible threat of nuclear war and it is easy to
see how one could feel hQpeless and cynical about the summit.
This is the perfect recipe for apathy. Who wouldn't feel powerless
to affect any sort of change, especially in a small Northwestern
school whict gives college activism a bad name.
That is what makes the students who will gather at Tuesday's
Peace Vigil at the County Courthouse in Spokane so special. Eastern
Washington University's Peace Committee, a student group, will
join other peace organizations and several local church groups in
front of the courthouse from noon to midnight Tuesday, Nov. 19. The
students are worried that our country may not be going into the
talks with an attitude conducive to negotiation. It is easy to see their
point.
Nearly every day a spokesman for somebody tells us not to get our
hopes up. Sometimes they blame it on the Soviet, saying that they
are not really entering the talks with an honest approach. Other
times it is a flat denial that this weapon or that defense will be used
as a bargaining chip.
The Geneva Arms Talks are the first break in growing hostilities
which have e3calated in Ronald Reagan's six-year administration.
It is a tremendous opportunity to establish a good relationship with
the new head of the Soviet government.
Morton Alexander, the president of the EWU Peace Committee
feels that this is too be an opportunity to waste. But he remain~
suspicious of the government's intentions.
"I can't imagine (Re~gan) making a sincere effort," he said.
That's certainly something that the people gathering in front of
the courthouse Tuesday, can't be accused of.
It is refreshing to see students who will still demonstrate for
something that they believe in. It is understandable to be cynical
and apathetic toward such a large issue, but students fifteen years
ago showed that they can make a difference in world politics. It was
a valuable lesson and it's a shame that we have forgotten it so
quickly.

ESP~Esso
Lar,ie $ 1. oo
fv\'2.d ,·11,,,,
.75
Small
. so

TUTORS
FOR

HIRE
TVDENT
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,..

OB SHOPPE
...

ULL·TIMt:.

rf o the Editor

.
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'Metanoiai speakeF called erironeous
On Thursday, Nov. 7, Mr. Douglas Houck,
founder of the controversial group "Metanoia,"
spoke in ·Patterson Hall on the "Roots and
Origins of Homosexuality." Metanoia was founded with the belief that all homosexual men and
lesbian women can be freed of their lifestyles
through prayer and healing. This lecture was
sponsored by the Kampus Sonshine Fellowship
and, having previously had some very positive
and enlightening communication with Bob
Elfers, I attended with an open mind expecting
to hear an educated, intelligent presentation. I
was highly disappointed.
I found Mr. Houck's presentation to be grossly
riddled with holes, inaccuracy, contradiction
and outright deceits. Most of his information was
based on obscure, one-sided studies and Freudian concepts that were rejected decades ago by
the professional psychological community .
When the discussion was opened for questions,
Houck (who claims to be an "ex-homosexual")
was barraged with intelligent and challenging
questions which he either avoided or admitted
that he did not have a sufficient answer to. I

Student apathy shows
in primary vote .turnout

Last week's primary vote saw a turnout of just under 600 students
casting ballots to fill four vacant council positions. With a student
body of over 8,000 students, the voter figure is far from impres1
sive.
Voter apathy isn't a new problem, but the number of voters last
week showed just how bad the problem is at Ea·s tern.
It's impossible to put a finger on why there isn't more interest in
student government. Inconvenience can't be used as a legitimate
excuse. Polls are set up in five different locations, at the Spokane
Center as weli as in Cheney.
Possibly more to the root of the problem is the common complaint
by students who don't feel their vote counts for much·in the scheme
of things. If that is tt)e-aJijtude, maybe an important lesson can be
learned from ~he recent faculty vote.
··
Technic;ally, that vote didn't carry much weight--no matter what
· the outcome, the president could keep his .iob. But the tokenism of
the vote did not keep faculty members from having their say in the
matter. They still had more than 91 percent turnout, and those who
voted had the satisfaction of making their voice heard.
Another often-heard remark about student elections is that they
are no more than a popularity contest. Ifs hard to tell how much
truth there is to this. Hopefully student voters will be concerned
I do not believe Reid School was fairly
enough to vote according to the candidates' qualifications, not their
represef\ted in your article on Nov. 7. Mast
social status.
Another sign of student apathy in this election is the fact thafone Easterner readers know little about Reid or the
of the candidates is running unopposed. The purpose of an election is critical ed!Jcation it provides for students of all
to give the people an opportunity to select the best person for the ages. The school is small ·in size but wide in scope
job. How are they to do that if there is only one person willing to and it i'.; a tragedy that it should have to be
carry out the duties of that position? Can we be sure we are getting fighting to keep its doors open.
Reid is not technically a public school, so it is
the best person for the job?
·
not
receiving its fair share of money from the
Until there is more of interest in how our student government is to
State
(Cheney School District keeps most of i1i. ).
operate, the entire student body will be subject to the decisions
Reid
also
is not a private school; it does uot n1ly
made by those few people who do go to the polls and decide which
candidates will form policies and make decisions that affect all on student tuition or other private means. The
. Reid Lab School is subject to the whims of its
students.

apparently was not the only one who observed
his factual errors. , A case in point was his
statement that gay men perform certain sexual
acts so that they may "ingest or become the
other man ." When asked if, inversely, that
meant that heterosexual males perform similar
acts that they may become women, Houck
admitted to not having the experience nor the
information to support that contention.
Among Houck's other points were that National Geographic Magazine is considered a "moral
impurity" and insinuations that the woman's
body was ''the ugliest thing on earth.''
While I strongly support Kampus Sonshine in
their efforts to expose Christian ideals and
morality, such a great deal of'their time, effort,
and financial resources were wasted on such an
ill-informed speaker .
I am not stating that ''gay is the only way,'' but
if, albeit well intended, information is to be
pre~ented to intelligent university students, it
should be based·on facts, accuracy and objectivity on the part of the presentor. ·
Raymond J. Le Brun

Reid Lab School's assets identified

,...,'he
Eastel ....._el..
L

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - official funders--mainly EWU and Cheney School
District--and all they seem to see is the money to
.i
i ii i
be gained by closing.Reid. They are ignoring the
&litor: Molly Anselmo, Associate Editor: Chris LeBlanc, News Editor: Chad M. Hutson, tremendous benefits the school offers.
Sports &litor: Jeff Wark. Pl,oto Editor: Steve Smith, Reporters: Dan Brood. Mark Crabb.
For example, Reid is the only lab school left in
Deanna Durall, G~ Gerson: J~ff Green. Richard House. Lisa Kereluk. Pam Mc Vay. Arlene Washington. Currently, it is a work place for:
Mitchell, Mike Parviainen, Stacy Schmldtheiser. Steve Smith, John s~nson. Jess Walter, -16 work-study students (there were 36 before
l'totognpl,ers: Claudia Harris. Steve Messeffr. Steve Wilson. Copy Editor: Mary Ann budget cuts).
Morrow, Adva1isi11g Mo1111ger: April Johns. Admen: Bob Alber. Davt Bennett, K'une -at least 12 practicum students.
Phillps.
--4 work-study office assistants.
TM Eastemer is published weekly during the school year by &stem Washington Uni- -at least 3 graduate students.
vtrslty and Is printed by nmes Publishing Co.. Davtnport, WA. Content and editorial Not to mention my own c~p work on the Reid

-

opinion are not necessarily the view 'Of either the As.taelated Student Body or the Unlvtrsity.
Addnss rorrespondence. typed and double spaced. to the &stenwr, HargMJvn Hall. School newsletten. But,it is not only ~e students
&stem Washlngt,m Univmity, Cheney. WA 99004. c,w to Spatt llmltatloM. 71w &stern• who are aware of Reid s value. Just in the past
er mnws the right to edit lenmfor publication. Telephone: •Clleney JS9-10l0, Spokane · year, the school has been chosen for national
l .'458-roio. Editor's desk 359-6170..
recognition by the National Council of Teachers

of English (from over 700 applicants) invited by
the University of Hawaii to pilot a National
Science Foundation Grant and invited by the
Washington State Superintendent of 'Reading/
Language Arts to pilot new state-wide curriculum ,programs.
Reid has also won the backing of the entire
Washington State PTA (95,000 members). They
have even sent their lobbyist to plead Reid's case
in Olympia.
Most importantly, Reid is a great place to
learn. Instead of tedious phonetic lessons,
kindergarteners start to read by following
simple recipes and eating what they make. First
and second graders learn about state history by
traveling with an imaginary circus that visits
cities, missions and forts. Third and fourth
graders do their weekly s~lling work on
computers. Learn_ing at Reid is done through
hands-on principles rather than with abstract
rules and memorization.
Reid supplies quality education fdr its kindergarten through fourth graden and offers a
real-life working environment for many college
students. Reid School isn •t asking for anything
more than to be allowed to continue providing a
rich and1creative learning environment, as it has
for the past 94 yean.
Diane Malinak

'
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Just athought
by Steve Smith
Easterner Staff

Homecoming. A term nearly synonamous with college. A time of
formal dances and spiked punch . Of silly signs an<..I red-cheeked (face,
of course) cheerleaders and, as· always, the Saturday Homecoming
football game.
OQe problem with this scenario.
We're not coming home .
You're probably wondering what I'm talking about . Well , for anyone
who may be dead or living as a recluse in their dorm , this is
Homecoming week at Eastern Washington University.
However, we're not coming home.
StilJ, you're curious about what I mean.
Well , the Eagles play this year's Homecoming game Saturday at 2
p.m. against the Montana Grizzlies . So Saturday afternoon, wander
out to Woodward field and guess what you'll find.
Nothing.
That's right, folks , EWU doesn't play football on campus. They play
at Albi Stadium in Spokane.
Obviously, this isn't news. However, it does raise an interesting
question.
How can we call it Homecoming when we aren't really coming ·
home?
I put that question to the man-in-the-know, athletic director Ron
Raver . Apparently, this all has to do with attendance, scheduling and
the NCAA .
First off, let's get one thing clear. As do most things with the athletic
department, this has nothing to do with money. EWU pays the City of
Spokane $1,000 or 10 percent of ticket sales to use the facility, and
since sales have never gone over $10,000, they've always paid the flat
rate .
Encouraging, huh.
One of the main factors in this is attendance. While Woodward will.
hold 5,500 people, Albi holds 36,000. Convenient for EWU when it's
considered that the Eagles drew 10,800 for last years Idaho game and
7,000 for this year's contest against Northern Arizona featuring the
Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders.
Not exactly splitting the seams at Albi. However, Raver told me that
the average attendance.for NCAA 1-AA games the last two years has
been around 10,000. Still, the average Albi crowd has been
approximately 4,500--a thousand below the Woodward cc:pacity,
according to the A.O .
S_o, what next. Well, it seems that Woodward may be a bit of a
handicap to the school as far as scheduling is concerned .
"To this point, I haven 't been able to bring a very attractive home
football schedule," said Raver , pointing out that next yeRr, EWU will
begin an alternating schedule with the teams o1 •.ne Big Sky
Conference.
Now, far be it for me to voice this opinion , but it appears that' the
athletic people are using Albi to attract a better schedule . Not so, says
Raver.
"Our Board of Trustees has said that we're going to remain in 1-AA
until 1990. Along with that comes NCAA regionals that tells us we have
to schedule at a certain level ," said Raver. "The demand for seating
created by such a schedule warrants that we play in Albi. "
OK. So there's. a demand for seating (4,500 people demand?). Why
not expand Woodward?
Cost, says Raver . Half a million bucks easy.
" From a point of philosophy, there 's nothing I'd love to do more
right now," said Raver . " But I just don't think it's possible for us, with
the other things we're trying to get done, to start a building fm_1d right
now. "
What about a year or two. Not likely.
" Not in the immediate future," said Raver. "I want to see first, now
that we 've gotten into 1986 and 87, if we're still averaging 4,500 people
a game, maybe we should put up a couple of thousand bleachers and
get the football games back out here."
So who's to·blame? No one really . .Jt's just that as long as t.:astern is
I-AA, we're stuck at Albi.
Sort of disappointing. We're not coming home.

********

The vote is over. The faculty has now been able to vent it's opinion
and frustration at Dr. Frederickson. Dr. Frederickson has said he
won't resign, as we all should have figured.
No, this is not another journalistic piece calling for Frederickson 's
resignation or berating the faculty for it's constant attack on the
president.
.
All this is, is a student wit:h a favor to ask. A favor of both the faculty
and the administration.
Now that it's all over except the shouting, can we go back to rf e here
at Eastern Washington University as we all know it should be?
What I'm asking is simple ... can we go back to learning?
Think about it.

Letters to the editor can be sent to The Easterner,
Hargreaves Hall, Eastern Washington University,
Cheney, WA 99004. All letters must be typed,
double spaced and signed. Due tQ limitations of
space, The Easterner reserves the right to edit letters for publication.

Math teacher offers metaphors on
'

attitudes of students to teachers
Several writers offered reflections on the faculty referendum
regarding President Frederickson in your issue for October 31 .
What I found remarkable was the
subservient attitude toward authority and the consumer attitude
toward education, together with a
plantation attitude toward the
faculty . Let me illustrate with a
few metaphors.
Back in the fifth century B .C. a
Greek wan·d erer named Herodotus visited the Persian Empire in
search of history . He got into a
conversation with an official at
the court of the Great King , and
they compared their two cultures. The royal official said lo
Herodotus, "You Greeks prize
your freedom, but we Persians
honor the king. " You might say
there are two kinds of people in
the world , as judged by their
basic attitude toward authority:
there are those who, like the
ancient Greeks, value freedom
even at the risk of chaos, and

there are the others , those who
desire order and stability even at
the price of tyranny. These are
extremes, but people seem to
lean toward one attitude or the
other.
If the letters in your last issue
are a fair expression of the
feelings on campus, then most
EWU students are Persians. Now
I am not saying it is necessarily
· bad to be a Persian ; I only ask
that people be aware of how they
make choices and be intentional
about continuing in that way .
For my second metaphor , let
me say that the student writers
seem to see themselves as the
buyers of, for examples, table
grapes , while the faculty are the
migrant workers who pick them ,
and the administration are the
land owners . Such an attitude is
not only demeaning to the faculty
but presents a rather dreary view
of the whole educational enterprise . Is education bought like
soda pop or automobiles ? Are

teachers hirelings who produce a
product to be consumed , like the
assembly line workers in a manufacturing plant.'? The economic
arrangements may indeed be
similar, but the relationship of
"consumer" to "producer" is far
more personal and dynamic--or
at least it can be. Even the folks
from Accuracy In Academia
know that much .
What is the model for the
relationship of student to teacher? It could be that of journeyman apprentice to master craftsman , or even of disciple to guru ,
in the case of one 's major field ;
something more prosaic, I suppose , for the ordinary course
taken only to satisfy the GUR 's .
If the model degenerates into
child-parent, it is probably the
teacher 's fault ; but if into consumer-producer the fault lies
with the student.
Mike Taylor
Director of Basic Skills
Math Dept

Art students want gallery director
On Tuesday, Nov . 5, 1985, a meeting of
concerned students was· held at the EWU art
department. The art students are concerned
about the problems they are suffering as a result
of the budget cuts . The position of gallery
director has been dissolved. Without this specialized position, access to quality shows at the EWU
Fine Arts Gallery, the Spokane Center Gallery
and Showalter Gallery has been terminated.
The majority of the upcoming 1985-86 shows
have been cancelled . The cancellation of these
shows is a tremendous loss to EWU and the
communities of Spokane and Cheney. The
Showalter Gallery is now being funded and run
by students .
There are very few private galleries in either
Spokane or Cheney. It is very disappointing

when a university cannot support a galJery
system, when a community college such as
Spokane Falls can, and is also involved in the
Visiting Artists Association .
It was decided by the· students at the meeting
to request EWU students and members of the
Spokane and Cheney communities to sign a

petition for reinstatement of the position of
gallery director. It is also suggested they write
the EWU Board of Trustees or provost Duane
Thompson .
The petitions are located at the EWU Fine Arts
Department the PUB , the Women 's Center and
the Spokane Center.
Jennifer Thomasson
Sally Cooper
Art Students, EWU Art Department

Board m3:y leave Frederickson with reins;
faculty vote may tarnish EWU image
by Rick House
What would life at Eastern be
without George? .It's a question
that .nany faculty members
would like to have answered.
In a vote ot' no-confidence, 210
of the :lfii faculty members who
were polled said that President
H. George Frederickson should~
resign.
Frederickson will no doubt take
a careful look at the opinion of
those who oppose his reign· and,
as is his usual style, he will do
what he feels is best for Eastern.
The odds are good that Frederickson will remain in his current
occupation and the faculty will
have to live with George holding
the reins.
Those who oppose Frederickson already knew before they put
their opinions on record that the
vote served no purpose other than
to create a hype to their cause-which it did. The fate of Frederickson is in the hands of the
Board of Trustees and they have
indicated in the past that they
like the way he is running the

show.
So what can the faculty do
for Eastern and, although his
methods may cause a few hurt
feelings, he is moving Eastern in
the right direction.
Now that the faculty has had

their say, it is time to set aside
their differences with Frederickson and let him do the job he was
hired to do. The image of Eastern
is becoming one of a progressive
and fast-moving university and
the credit for this image goes
largel y to Frederickson.
The faculty must now decide if
they want to continue this controversy and tarnish the positive
image Eastern has established. If
they choose to continue the fight,
the entire school will suffer for it

now? Probably nothing. Which is
exactly what they should do when
it comes to the issue of the
president's job.
The faculty may consider Frederickson to be without concern
for their needs and they may feel
slighted by not being consulted
about matters which they feel
they should have been, but the
fact remains--whether the faculty
believes it or not--that Frederickson is doing what he feels is best
and it will be the students who
will suffer most .

"It's a research
project. I'm trying
to find out which
desserts my
thighs are
immune to."
---

.
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Clean Indoor Air Act
_.prohibits ~·public smoking
During it 's last session the
Legi lature enacted the Washington lea n fndoor Air Act that
pro h ibits s moking in publi c
pl aces. except in specially designated areas. This new law make
il a violation to smoke in, a mong
other pl aces, classrooms , lecture
halls , a uditoriums and sports
arenas.
Specia l smoking areas m ay be
designa ted in publi c places with
the exception of recept ion areas
and wai ting rooms of buildings
owned or leased by the sta te,
public m eetings or hea rings ,
seating areas a nd a isleways in
conc·e r l halls, theaters , audi tor-

iums , exhibi tion ha lls a nd sports
arenas .
The law a lso states ther e are a
lim ited number of places which
ca n be des igna ted as a s moking
area in its enti r ety . These ar eas
include taverns , ba rs, bowling
alleys , tobacco shops a nd res taura nt .
Loca l law enfo rcement agents
may incur a fi ne of up to $100 for
violations of the cl ea n a ir act.
However, it is req uired tha t a
wa rning be iss ued fo r the fi rst
viol ation . Subsequent violations
are to be enforced by local police
in t he sa me m anner as tra ffic
infractions, the law states .

Vote for council positions today

St u d en ts have un t1.1 7 Pm
. •
tonight to cast their vote to fill
.
.
. .
tour vacant council pos1t1ons .
,
Running unopposed for position
No. 1 is B.K. Stewart ; vying for
position No. 2 is Melissa Tolle and
Greg Vandenberg. Toddette
Kucklick and Greg McNeill e.re
running for position No . 3, and
Rocky Fissette and Cindy Slotvig
are running for position No . 6.
Also on this election ballot is a
proposed amendment which if

passed will extend
polling hours
•
1
7
10
froTmh P-~ · unti
Pt_. m .l t
k
e primary e 1ec 1011 as wee
t
t f
h' h
saw a voter urnou o 595 , w 1c
elections director Sandy McMartin called " fairly good for a
primary.' She added that she
does expect more students at the
polls for today's vote.
All students registered for one
quarter hour or more are eligible
to vote. Voting· booths will be set
up in the PUB, Kingston Hall ,
Phase II , Tawanka and the Spokane Center.

Give Flowers
To Someone
Special ...
Yourself
Fresh Flowers
Flower
Arrangements
Flowering Plants
Balloon Bouquets
Dishgardens Terrariums
Silk and Dried
Arrangements
Green Plants
Stuffed Animals

Chet's flowers
1319 - 1st

Cheney

if~

235-4916
838-7886

American floral
Marketing Council

Send ·YI¥

tlloivds with OIi' special cse

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOlARSHIP~An education in your chosen major.
And an education in becoming an Army
officer.-·You get both , with an Army
ROTC scholarship.
Army ROTC at EWU is a program
that trains you to become an officer, a
leader and a manager.
You take ROTC along with your
other studies, and graduate with both a
degree, and a second lieutenant's ~ommiss1on.
Best of all, you can put both of your
educations to work right away. In today's
modern high-tech Army, we need engineers.
communiqi_tions ,e~perts, c,omputer special-

ists. and other professionals.
Our scholarships cover full tuition
and required fees They also provide an
amount for books. supplies and equipment.
as well as an allowance of up to $1.000
each school year they're in effect.
So if you think all cholarships just
provide you'with a college degree, look
into an Arm y ROTC scholarship. You'll
be in for quite an education .
· For more information. contact C rt.
Bruce Hilling, in Cadet Hall at 359-6104
or call toll -free from Spokane 458 -6288.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOl!J CAN ~--BE~
·_,.
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New EWU catalog reflects life
by Jess Walter
Easterner Staff

As we wait for the 1985-87
E.W .U. catalog to come out, the
thing on everyone's mind , right
next to " what's going on in
amoeba research?" is "what are
they going to do to the GUR's?"
Through some irresponsible investigation and some totally unreliable sources , I believe I have
a sketch· of the new GU R's, and
here are some of the changes you
might find in them.
THE NEW, NEW GUR'sStudents must s_how competency in three areas, math, English
and signing large checks made
out to the university . Failure to
show proficiency in the third area
will result in suspension.
The following are some new
classes offered in the three
breadth areas--humanities, social sciences and math-sciences .
I THO TO LIFE mum. 100 )
This is another of those hopelessly broad humanities classes . All
aspects of life are covered in this
four credit class, which meets
four times a week in an auditori -

um that Wayne Newton would be
happy to fill. Since this class has
no practical application and its
scope is too broad to cover any
real philosophical questions, it
will probably be a favorite among
students and will be very hard to
get into . TEXT--" Life-ls It
Good?" $54.89.
PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS (Comm. 2:m) This communications class is a joint effort
between the administration and
the faculty . Representatives
from both groups will teach the
course, which centers on mutual
r es pect and compromise, although they are at odds about the
specifics of the class. The administration would like to have the
class on the main floor of Patterson on Mondays and Wednesdays
from noon to 1 p.m . The faculty
would rather have the class in the
basement of Patterson and start
it at 11 a.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays . Since neither side is
willing to negotiate , the tiJSS is
s till up in the air and students
who wish to take it are urged to
check the' bulletin at the begin-

ning of the quarter . TEXT--" Us
and Them " $87 .98 .
QUANTUM PHYSICS, IN RELATION TO RELATIVITY
THEORETICS AND EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY DEALI G
WITII GRAVITATIONAL LAWS,
FOR THE NONSCIENTIST (Phy
IOO J This class is pretty much like
it says, a bonehead science class
for those trying to fill their
science requirements . Students
should have a strong background
in quantum physics and-if possi ble oe a Nobel Prize winner and
speak fluent Latin . TEXT-"So
Thi s is Scier:ice Charley Brown "
$1 I9.9'' ·
IMAGE CHANGING (PR 101 )
This is Dr . _H. George Fred~r:ick - .
son's second effort at teaching a
course . The c lass will deal with
the importance of changing your
appearance when trying to get a
job, or for that matter , keep a
job. There is a $2 ,000 lab fee .
< Make checks payable to the
athletic department. J TEXT-" Why Didn 't Hitler Shave off
That Stupid Mustache? " $489.92.

The Rangehoods, along with the rock 'n' roll band Ice Cream,
will entertain at the Homecoming Dance in the Sheraton
Hotel Saturday night.

Policy assures teacher candidate's quality in first year
by Pani Mc Vay

Easterner Staff
EWL! teacher candidates carry
a one year "warranty " when they
report for work. The warranty is
actua ll y an assurance policy.stating that the student has the
knowledge and skills necessary
to successfully organize and conduct classroom instructi~n in the
areas of teaching strategies,
classroom management/school
discipline, and measurement and
evaluation. A copy of the assurance policy is included in the
student ·s portfolio only after
st'ringent requirements are met.
If, during the first year, the
beginning teacher indicates prob.. lems in any of the guaranteed
areas, the department of education "agrees to cooperate with
the ( hiring l school district in the
development and implementation of a plan to provide assistance deemed necessary for
teacher improvement."
The policy is valid even if the
candidate is not hired within the
first year following graduation.
The assurance policy is good
within :300 miles of the campus,
an..area that extends from Washington into.Idaho, Montana, Ore-

gon, and Canada. Education faculty will travel , at no cost , to
assist the new teacher in ironing
out any difficulties .
The program goal is not only to
produce better-skilled, highffquality teachers , but for those
teachers to, in turn , produce a
higher-quality student.
The plan was implefJ1•ented in
June . 1984, bul'took several years
to become a reality . Studies,
surveys, and committees looked
careful ly at ways to reform and
improve the education and quali ty of teachers. So far, EWU had
no cause to test its "warranty."
"We have not received a single
request for remediation assistance," said William Spree-ve,
chairman of the department of
education.
Out of approximately 30 major
departments. more than twot.hirds are willing to back the
department of education on the
assurance policy .
Knowledge of subject matter
and professional preparation are
least likely to cause problems in
the classroom. Lack of classroom
management skills, instructional
abilities and disciplinary skills

• ~

VANDERFORO'S
BOOKS & STATIONERY
1812 Second St.
(next to Liquor Store)

235-5776

~
.

... ·

'~' N
.

. . ... .

have been the problem areas in
the past, he said. \
Long-term rea s~ ..'!:>Sment of
teacher education led to the
add it ion of required courses in
classroom management, reading
ins truction , mathematics , meth•ods for elementary teaching , audio-visual/computer literacy , plus
more field observation and experience than students had previously experienced. Education department standards also require
careful planning and monitoring
of the teaching candidates' _progress .
Although EWU is not the first
college to off er a teacher assurance-type policy, it is among the
first five or six to do so and has
received national recognition.
The New York Times gave frontpage coverage to EWU in a
tabloid supplemental survey on
education. Data and development
of the program has bt. .. , printed
in the National Association of
Secondary School Principal's
Bulletin . Teacher Education and
Practice; The Journal of the
Texas Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education and Thn.st
for Education Leadership .

In 1985 , the ational Association of Teacher Educators announced the EWU education faculty as one of three winners in
the ational Awards for Teacher
Excellence .
" You can't really see it or
touch it. But i has presence .
Sustained by achievement. Excellence in program . Excellence
in faculty ,•· read a full-page
tribute to the facult y published in
the Spokane Chronicle and Re-

view .
On Oct. I , the department c,:
education ex tended their assurance program to cover school
counselors and principal s .
Shreeve believes EWU is the first
university in the country to initiate such a program . Faculty
members ma intain that the
placement rate for its certificated grad•rntes is equal to or better
than all other institutions in
Washington State .

■---------·I

I
I
I
I
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I
TURKEY WITH CHEESE
Whole ........ $2.49 Half .......... $1.49 I
I
Piled high on white or Fren( h bread, fresh lettuce, I
tomato and mayonnaise. Served with potato ch ips I
and dill pickle slices.

Exp ires November 20, 1985

1204 1st
Mon.•Thurs. 11 a.rr •10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.• 12 Midnight

I

I
I
I
I
I

235-6126
__________
,

Phone Orders Welcome
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' , M. ~Aame is Melissa Toole,
and I'm currently a senior at
,F;WtJ and majoring in, RTV. l
would like to have your vo,te Jn.
the upcoming election ~ause
I promise' to work the hardest
for you. I'tn not going· ·to
promise· any mirac~es over:
nfgilt, but I will wqrk ltar.d to
make -things 'helter f:or:: stu- '
dents hei:e
EWU. One -6f;
the issues I! woula like to,~see
',cban~e ~~e parking fees, b,bUi
here in '·C~eney aqd ·at "'the,
-:Spokane Center. I'm not going
_ to-1'tlake any fancy campaig,n
~prQmises, l'JI just do·m~ bes .

at

, This · i~ my · tb,,ird year af , ··
'~asterm and' l'ye . be<ion;ie in•
cereai;ingly 'intere$ted \in the ,

·~'C'.fions of;the stu<hmt .counc-il
'l ;,im.a political sdenc~ maj_,qr,

:Studylhg lntetnatic,palfPublic;'•
~- Admi~istratjon.. B..e.i'ng well~
~·:::. ~ e~~ri(;i-Oced :wit!) ~th,e: ~~i:m .
~-~·s~~e111 ;T.
llf,l'q~rstand; th<:
'• ,: -~ift&n;Cf:~ :~ 'tlJtit or:,campus

c~»

, ;i,,, students
ha e. I"' wh.uld
'also
•
.4' • ' • ,
,.-.., hf{~ to x; Set up a . ,Jeg1ttmat~
~

'>~ •,

~

~•

',

.

,'(I'•

"'pv.oce~~•Wh~ereby ~tudents

e

can

, ·,gei a fair,ppice for their,'books

.~. ahtfie,, end-0{eacll,quar.tev
.
.
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AS COUNCIL CANDIDATES
VOTE TODAY
:As' current boldi:r of,counc1J
, , . position Nm· l:', I ;;hpve m'any ·

ASEWU ELECTIONS

, '· do•,and they .need,to be';.dealt

PRIMARY

'. .-/. with ito~t• All!ong my ~con·
· ?- , c~rns '.at.ti ·f\lthl~t1cs ' (my cur- .i

SAMPLE BALLOT

· · ' rsent- ,speciali_zed ·area>'; the
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All Students Registered For 1 Credit Hour or
More This Quarter Are Eligible To Vote . No Other
Requirement Is Imposed.

. ~ , 'd1redion E.astern will be tak- ·

' · · ing Jti the future; bri;ngi·ng
,, · student health hack to EWU,

VOTING BOOTHS
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PUB
7:30 a.m.-7:00
KINGSTON
8:00 a.m.-3:00
PHASE II
10:00 a.m.-7:00
TAWANKA
7:30 a.m.-7:00
HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER 4:00 p.m.-7:00
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SAMPLE BALLOT
Position #1
B.K. Stewart

Position #3
□

Greg McNeil!
Toddette Kucklick

Position #2

Position #6

Melissa (Mel) Tolle □
Greg Vandenberg

Make Your Opinion Count

VOTE TODAY

D
D

□

Cindy Slotvig

D
D

Rocky Fissette

Proposed Change to the Constitution
ARTICLE IV: ELECTIONS
SECTION 4, subsection b.

for Council Positions
1, 2, 3 and 6

THE OPENING AND CL0Sf NG HOURS OF ANY ADDITION·
AL POLLS, DESIGNATED BY ASEWU COUNCIL, SHALL
BE SUCH THAT THE POLLS CAN OPEN NO EARLIER
THAN 7:30 A.M. AND CLOSE NOT LATER THAN (7:00 P.M .)
10:00 P.M .
A "YES" VOTE WOULD INDICATE AGREEMENT WITH THE
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CHANGE THE POLLING
HOURS FROM 7:00 P.M .' TO 10:00 P.M.

YES ...........................................
□ .

NO...................................

L&L

AUTOMOTIVE

Complete
Automotive
Service
We fix all cars foreign
and domestic
N. 2418 Monroe
Spokane, WA 99205
326-6602

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DAYLIGHT DONUTS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e~••••••••••

3 A.M.-6 P.M. MON.-FRI.
3 A.M.--2 P.M. SAT.
CLOSED SUN.
0

BUY ANY DOZEN GET AN EQUAL DOZEN FREE
3 A.M.-2 P.M.
Friday, Nov. 15th
6ot- /}'Jale ~heaft:
. ~all/'ot- r/el,ai4.
295-8589

326 1st - Cheney (at the stoplight)

235-2850

.

_q_.

.,,. l
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Jittu chosen from finalists,
reigns as Homecoming Queen

EWU Events
THURSDAY , November 14

by Tami Pendergraft

Cross country ski gear workshop, 7 to 9 p.m. , Spokane ICNE.
Guest Speaker : Marcella Ruble (Palmistry and Astrology ), noon PUB
MPR , 5 p.m . at the Spokane Center B13 .
Play: " Tartuffe," 8 p.m ., University Theatre.
EWU Orchestra concert, 8 p.m ., Music Building Recital Hall.

Easterner Staff

The 1985 EWU Homecoming
Queen , Chiko Jittu , was chosen
from among four finalists, Thursday , Nov . 7, by student vote.

FRIDAY, November 15

Movie: " The Brother From Another Planet" 8 p.m ., SHW Aud. ,
students--$! , general--$2.
Play : " Tartuffe," University Theatre, 8 p.m.
EWU wrestling (Highline Community College ), 3 p.m. , Pavilion.
Volleyball (Idaho State) , 7:30 p.m ., Pavilion .

time involved with Hall Council
at Morrison .
In addition to her activity in the ·
dorms , Jittu has participated in
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the national
broadcasting fraternity which
she represented in this year's
pageant.
As an RTV major at EWU ,
Jittu has been active in broadcasting . She is a former DJ for
K89 and also was involved in a .
radio drama series for the station.
While she lived on campus,
Jittu enjoyed various intramural
sports , in addition to her dorm
activities .
Presently, Jittu is involved in
Kampus Sonshine, a Christian
fellowship group on the EWU
campus.
In high school , Jittu was chosen
as one of the five finalists at the
America 's Homecoming Queens
Convention in Portland, Oregon .
Representatives from schools in
Washington and Oregon were
present.
Jittu and her court will perform
various duties during their reign,
including, attending Homecoming
events such as the game and
dance. They wi ll be present as
hostesses at the pre-game brunch
and will promote Eastern 's spirit
throughout the week .

I

SATURDAY, November 16

Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m . to I a .m ., Sheraton Hotel. Free.
Homecoming Champagne Brunch, 11 a .m . to 1 p.m ., Cavanaugh's Inn
at the Park.
Movie: " The Brother From Another Planet," 8 p.m., SHW Aud .,
students--$!, general--$2.
Play: " Tartuffe," University Theatre, 8 p.m .
Volleyball (Weber State), 7: 30 p.m ., Pavilion.
Homecoming Game : EWU vs . Montana, 2 p.m ., Albi Stadium.
SUNDAY, November 17

Movie : " The Brother From Another Planet, " 8 p.m ., SHW Aud .,
students--$!, general--$2.
MONDAY, November I~

Academic Senate meets 3 to 5 p.m., PUB Council.
TUESDAY, November 19

Cross country ski wax and repair , 3 to 5 p.m., OER PUB 119.
ASEWU meets 3-6 p.m ., PUB Council Chamber.
State B high school volleyball tournament, 8 a.m . to 10 p.m ., Pavilion.
WEDNESDAY , November 20

Cross country ski class, noon to 2 p.m ., PE complex.
Music by Threshold, 11: 30 a.m . to 12: 30 p.m ., PUB MPR. Free .
THURSDAY, November 21

Cross country ski wax and repair , 7 to 9 p.m. , Spokane ICNE .
EWU Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m. , PUB MPR.
Play : ' 'Tartuffe," University Theatre, 8 p.m .

The four finalists ; Christy Duncan, Kris Hansen , Denise Slomian and Jittu were selected from
among 11 young ladies who participated in last week's pageant.
The finalists were chosen by a
panel of six judges for their poise,
talent , appearance , personal attributes and ability to answer an
impromptu question .
Jittu , escorted by Kirk Faulkner , was crowned Friday even-ing , Nov . 8, by Candis Lynn
Ware , last year's Homecoming
Queen . The coronation, with master of ceremonies Al Ogden, took
place in the PUB MRP during the
Crazy Eights ' concert and dance.
Third runner-up was Kris Hanson , representing Delta- Omega
Fraternity. The EWU Cheerleaders ' candidate, Christy Duncan,
was second runner-up , and Denise Slomian, representing Morrison Hall , was chosen first runnerup . If for any reason Jittu is
unable to fulfill her duties as
Homecoming Queen, Slomian
will take over for her.
Jittu expressed surprise and

Chiko Jittu
excitement about her nomination. " There were a lot of neat
people that I got to know through
the pageant," said Jittu . She was
especially pleased with her court,
stating that they seemed to have
a sincere concern for one another 's success in the pageant.
Living off-campus for her first
time this year, Jittu is in her
fourth year at EWU . In the past,
she has been active in the resi dence hall system , as an R.A. for
Morrison her sophomore year
and a staff assistant for Dryden
!ast year . She also spent some

Delta Omega sponsors bash, relays
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- Owl Pharmacy- Washington Mut...-1 Bank (Cheney)
-7-11, W. Garland- Ben Franklin ,·
- Osco Drug (Northtown) - White Elephant (N. Division)
Leaming World (Northtown) - Chet's ~lowers (Cheney)
-Athletes Edge (Cheney) - Schlossers Flowers
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(Northtown)
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For donating toys to the children in Sacred
i Heart & Deaconess Hospital on Halloween
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Startingat9a.m. Saturday, the
Delta Omegas will take turns
running mile relays with the
game ball to Joe Albi Stadium.
Prior to the start of the game,
Delta Omega Fraternity Founding Father Thayne Stone will

.------~----------------....I
I

A Special Thanks To ~~~_Y~~4
The Following Stores: -~
-

The Delta Omega fraternity is,
sponsoring two events for the 1985
Homecoming Week .
A car bash will be held today in
front of the PUB, with sledge
hammer swings : 1 t fifty cents a
piece or three for a dollar .

$5.99 MIRAGE RECORDS COUPON $5.99
-

Why go all over town ...
when we have it all for $5.99? I
Classical
~'Ill"'"
Country
I
~~
Opera
R . s
PES
Rock
-..---~~~~

Jazz

n ,-7"'---.

l

I
I

*

* L--~L----

--_J

*

Pop

Any $7.99 Album or tape
- $5.99 -

I

N. 3916 Division • N. 222 Post

I

(ONE PER PERSON)

I
I
I1
I

1

I
I
1
I
I
I

I
I

1
I

present 1the game ball to Eastern
Presidei;tt Dr. H. George Frederickson. T11e Delta Omeg.as plan to
make this 'an annual event.
For further information, contact Delta Omega House Manager Gary Allen at 235-5818 .

Hono~-----from page 3
The seminar will feature panel
discussions on education, the women 's movement and the black
movement. The panels will be
made up of representatives from
departments within the university, and the discussions will be
held at noon so anyone from the
university may attend.
The Class is open to any student
who has a G.P.A. of 3.0 or higher.
While the class doesn't fill any
major requirements or G.U.R.s,
it can be used as an elective .
"It was an important decade.
And I think now we've got enough
hindsight . We can look back on
the '60s, and we can give some
sort of historical perspective to it.
I think it's a gr~vy time. "

I
I# Campus Hair Design i# ·-------------------------·
====~~~====~~:;;;:;:::;=====
Experienced Professionals

*I Unique.New Appr~ach
:* We Cut ... You Style
*
,
:
s
**
__//
vT, crra'l..on
*f·
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L
&
I

*!
:*
#*
**
*f

*
*I
I
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*
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#

~ cf?Lcha~J
s

SECQND F.~OOR Pl!JB
BEFIIND POST OFFICE

359-7840

J

i

ttlc••··~~·~~·-···············••i

$5.99

expires 11/30/85

$5.99
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Homecoming, a time ·to really dine
hy Chad Hutson
cws Editor and Food Critic

Satire
As the first big dance of the
year approaches, Homecomi nggoers will be looking for a pl ace
to din .
Each per son has differ ent
ta st s and desires when looking
for a restaurant. One mu ·t ca r efully choose the r estaurant that
mat ·h s their own unique person a lily .
S v ' r al considerations should
b made before choosing a place
lo din , for example, you must
decide : What are my taste buds
yearning for'? , Do I have enough
money? , Could I possibly talk dad
into footing the bill?, and l s my
date worth dinner?
Once these questions are answered you then must categorize
yourself into one of the following
groups .
EXTREMELY POOR
COLLEGE STUDENT

This group is comprised of
nearly 90 percent of the student
population . This category is a
result of tuition hikes, payments
for math classes and campus
parking tickets, leaving the average college student with enough
mon y per month to buy one pair
of Levi ·s or two · Madonna albums .
Heslaurant--Because of your
mall budget your choices are
quil t? limited . Figuring that you
could spend no more than $5 on
dinner my choice is Dick ':s DriveIn.
Menu--For starters, the Dick 's
numb r three is best. A small but
gr eas -filled hamburger with onion . This tasty appetizer will
delicat ely tempt the stomach for
the main course, the subject of
th e dining experience. My recom mcndat ion is the Dick's Double
Whammy . This en tree consists of
two flame-broiled beef patties
prepared to your liking with
catsup and mustard , and don ' t
forget the small fries.
Wine--Don't even think about
this wine with your meal, remember you 're poor . Two colas would
befit the burgers .
Your total cost for a delightful
dining experience is $3.42 . This
leaves you with $1.58 for tip.
Make sure to bring a camera-you won't want to forget this
evening .
THE SEMI-POOR
COLLEGE STUDENT

.

~

Similar to the group above,
with the exception that these
students work 40 to 200 hours per
w ek in th e school 's dining hall or
bookstore , bringing in an extra
$35 per r'n_Qnth .
Restaurant--With this budg t
your selections take off. Those
ext r a few bucks can really make
a difference when dining if one
looks at th e proper pla ces. Considering the budget, the best
choice would be Perkins . The
· atmosphere, similar to a truckslop diner , could b conducive lo
a nice dining ex perience if you
an ignore the tall red-headed
busboy rattling dishes around
you throughout th e evening.
Mcnu--The menu has everything from pigs-in-a-blanket to
spaghetti , but m y choice would
be the chopped si rloin and the
deep fried cod . Each dish is a
specialty on its own , so no appetizer is required . Make sure
to save room for dessert because
you won 't want to miss the
selection of pies .
I'm sure you have seen them in
the restaurant. They are the ones
that spin around in that glass
case . I can never tell if those are
the real pies, or if they are plastic
repres entatives of the pies . Any-

way , make sure to order, all arP.
good.
Winc--You may have wine with
this fine dinner, but you must
know how to order it. Always
r member, if you are eati ng red
meat then get red win e, while
m ea t gets white wine and green
meat gets Pepto Bi mal.
You have done yourself well.
You got a fine dinner, dessert and
wine for under $25 . Your total
cosl was $2 1.90 leavi ng $3 .10 for a
tip or Alka Seltzer.
THE RICH
COLLEGE ST DJ-,N T
Thi s group makes up less than
two percent of the student popul alion . These students usually have
parents who work in President
Frederickson ·s office or in the
athletic department. They own
BMWs and carry their books in
leather attaches . Because a budget is non-existent we will go all
out.
Reslaurant--My choice is An keny 's atop the Ridpath roof. A
splendid view , one to make the
acrophob)c upchuck . The waiters
are all very professional and the
cocktail waitresses wear black
tux jackets, and not much else. In
lhe background , the mellow beat
of jazz music plays , but if you

don't lik
wa lkman .

jazz lhen

Mcnu--To start off the evening,
an order of the esca r got would be
appropriate. Thi s succulent dish
always r emi nds me of lhe jok1
about the snail who bought a car
and painted S's all over it so when
he drove it people would say,
"Look at that car go ."
The salad follows, and my
r ecomm ndalion is of course,
the Caesar . 1 don 't know why they
ca ll it th e aesar , but when the
wai ter brings it lo your table he is
wearing a cloth around hi s waist ,
fig leaves around his head and
k eeps prodding the busboy with a
spear.
After all this food there is not
mur.h room left for dinner, but
order something anyway . The
choice would be steak and lobster . This expensive dish satisfies
the meat lover and the fish lover
in all of us, or it at least
impresses the waiter when you
order it. Each di sh is prepared
carefully by the chefs and a lot of
parsley is put on the plate so it

Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, no-white, yes?

Get that new

Which is a simple one-step test?

Up ID0 at the

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?

Hair Company

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as 1nanv hospital and lab tests?

235-5169
.,, fl ...

looks like you 'r e getting mor
Winc--The champagne o all
charn pagn s is a must on this
fc tive occasion, Dom Perignon .
J om is probably the most expen si v ·champagne you can buy , and
well worth the $120 pri c ta g. Thi s
bubbly goes with everything from
Lobster Thermidore to he ri O's. Ma ke sur e lo get two bottles ,
the stuff goes down like kool -aid.
D •ssert is always ni c after
·tuffing 23 pounds of food down.
Th cheeseca ke is the b st, with a
bit of hea ted Amar tto poured
over th top , you ar sur to gel
looks from everywher in th e
r e laura nt.
Your lot al cost is $340 .12 , I aving just as much as you wa nt for a
tip si nce this will be on dad 's
e. pense account. Tip 20 percent
of lhe total of the check , or $64 .68 ,
with a grand total of $388.08 for
two people .
ow some might fall in bet ween these categories, so you go
ahead and make the necessary
changes , but whatever your dining pleasure is, bona petite.

Test yourself.

''Attention Romantics''

112 College St.

bring a

,

«

•

...

Which is portable for convenience

and privacy?

Falillily Planning
"It Makes Sense"
• D ay & Evening Hours
• All Birth Con trol M ethods ~ Supplies
• Community Education
• Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
• A ccessible •- 3 loca tions
• M @dical & Social Service Referrals
• Confidential. Low -cos t services

. ~:

Ci

Call 326-2142 fqr information or an appointment

•• ••••• ..........•.❖

Planned Parenthood
of Spokane
W . 521 Garland ~ Spokane. WA

isn1J e 1a~ noJ
·14~p a1,noJ
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ROAST BEEF
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235-8405

s1.99
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W/Cheddar or Swiss $2.19
a.---Coupon Expires 11/20/85 _ _.
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Zip's
Sau~age & Egg San.
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BREAKFAST ONLY
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profile
Victim of incest talks
which to deal with it.
'If you are a victim of incest,"
she said, "you are not alone and
you are not to blame. " She
emphasized over and over again
that victims of abuse need not
feel helpless , that there is something they can do .
Brady also shared her own
harrowing experience of incest.
Her story began nearly 35 years
ago . Her father was , she said, a
" macho ex -marine--a tough
tough guy .•·
" He was my father and I was
ve y proud of him ," she said.
" But, I think I was a little bit
afraid of him , too ."
photo by St~ven G . Smith

Katherine Brady
by Lisa Kereluk

Easterner Staff
' Tm not going to stop talking

about incest until incest stops ,"
Katherine Brady told a crowd of
EWU students last Wednesday .
Brady, author of "Father's

Days: A True Story of Incest,' '
met with students to discuss
incest, rape , and child abuse--all
forms , she sa'id, of victimization .
Using statistics and dramatization , Brady revealed the extent of
such victimization and ways in

Her mother had just returned
to work and was working graveyard when the shift in the fatherdaughter relationship occured.
"I was a 'fraidy-cat, " Brady
said. " I had also felt a sense of
loss with my mother gone."
During a thunderstorm one
n_ight , the young Katherine

sought sanctuary in her parents '
bedroom . Her father told her she
could come in anytime , but
" don 't tell your mother."
" Then, he laughed a snickering, oozy laugh ," Brady said.
What followed were many
years of " sexual nurturing "
which would eventually lead to
the consummation of the incest
when she was tourteen.
Afterward , Brady said , " I
didn 't feel like a kid anymore .· •
The incest continued for the
next five years, "two to three
times a week ."
Everytime it happened , Brady
said , she would pretend, "oh, it 's

lectures designed to inform the
public and bring about the end to
incest. She has been lecturing for
five years and it has been , she
said, an uphill battle.
The addition of the topics of .
rape and child abuse t<' her talks :
stemmed from her desire to end
victimization in forms other than
incest. To be a victim , Brady
said , brings about such a feeling
of helplessness .

just this once." She escaped
through books, and became an
over-achiever at school.
" I felt powerless," she said. "I
j1st hated me."

Today Katherine Brady lives i~
New York with her two daughters , ages 13 and 15. Despite the
years spent writing about and
speaking on her experience with
incest, her feelings of helplessness, or "a victim mentality ,"
lasted unti 1just recently.
"I didn 't feel I had a self," she
said. " I had no assertiveness at
all. "

Brady wrote " Father's Days, "
she said, to figure out, "why
me? " With the response to the
book , she embarked on series of

Then, two years ago , Brady
said, " I decided to chanE,;e that
thinking . I decided I didn 't want
to be a victim anymore.''

Thinness does not equal health
Dr. L. Brendt Park, O.D., P.S., Doctor of Optometry
Dr. Dale Schnibbe, O.D.
•-exams

• glasses
• hard & soft contact lenses
• sports vision

* We cater to students' houl"'S *
CHENEY

235-5~ '

625 'B' St. across from
Cheney Medical Center

by Tanya Martin
EWU Dietetic Major

Weight control is one of the
most popular topics in our midst.
Regardless of who you are or
what you do, chances are you are
probably watching your weight,
or know someone who is. Because
of the great emphasis put on

physical appearance, and due to
the large body of information
regarding the dangers of being
overweight, many people engage
themselves in a desperate pursuit
of thinness--constantly going on
and off diets, joining and quitting
exercise programs and, worst of
all, gaining and losing their self'-

esteem depending on what th•~
scales say. Each time you lose
and then regain 10 lbs, the fear of
another failure makes it harder
to try again .
Note that I am talking about
" desperately seeking thinness."
There is a big difference between
that and seeking health , If you
are honestly interested in taking
good care of yourself, you must
stop focusing on weight , and
focus on behavior and lifestyle
changes that will lead to a
healthier you . In so doing , your
weight problem will take care of
..i tself.
Successful weight control is
accomplished slowly . It took a
long time to deve lop unhealthy
habits, and they will not disappear overnight. It might take
nionths , even years. But the
change is bound to stay with you .
At first , you probably won 't
experience any weight loss at all.
But if you stick with it, you will
lose weight almost inevitably.
Implement changes one at a
time. I used to have a big
problem with snacking, as well as
with eating too much during
regular meals . I stopped snacking , but I kept eating as much of
whatever I wanted to eat during
my mealtimes. When I had a
craving for a snack, I would save
it, and eat it as part of my meal.
For me, that was a giant step,
although no great weight loss
took place.
Every little change counts.
Taking the stairs rather than the
elevator even for one flight, or
just whe11 ~oing down, is a step in
the right direction.
Be patient with yourself. If you
blow it, just pick it back up right
there . Perserverance is the name
of the game.
.
Find alternatives to eating for
the wrong reasons . I have a
tendency to want to eat when I
am undergoing a lot of stress--a
common state for a college student. If you tend to eat for
I?easons other than hunger,
change that behavior. If you are
tired, take a nap ; if you are
frustrated, take a break, call a
friend.
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Grapplers romp
It took them 11 hours to gel
there, but when they arrived , the
Eastern Washington University
wrestling team reeled off 1:l
straight individual victories and
romped to the championship in
the Calgary , Alberta , Quadrangular Duals Saturday in Canada . .
The Eagles, who host Highline
Community College this Friday
at 3 p.m . at Reese Court, shut out
the University of Alberta 54-0 in
its opening dual match . Eastern
then downed Northern Montana
21 -12 and the University of Calgary 45-10 to claim the title.
" We really performed well cons idering the circumstances,"
said EWU head coach Craig
Foster, who celebrated his birthday last weekend with the victories. " We spent 11 hours on the
road , then stepped off the van and
won 12 matches in a row. And we
had to wrestle under freestyle
rules against the Canadian
teams. "
Four EWU wrestlers went un-

beate n, including 118-pounder
Shawn Burke, 126-pounder Bjorn
Anderson , 177-pounder Duane
Zamora, a redshirt lclst season,
each regjstering two pins . Todd
Koellen was 2-1, winning both of
his matches at 131'• pounds by pin .
His loss to a Nor .hern Montana
opponent snapped EWU 's string
of 12 straight individual victories .
Eastern had five pins and a
technical fall ( scored as a pin) in
its season-opening match against
Alberta. The pins included a
quick 30-second fall by f'issette ,
who spent just over six minutes
on the mat during the tournament
after his pin, a 9-6 decision and a
forfeit win .
" It was just a great overall
weekend for us ," said Foster of
his team , which spent part of
Saturday evening relaxing at the
Radium Hot Springs in Canada.
" We were really ready to wrestle
and simply outconditioned the
other teams. And our wrestlers
enjoyed it too. "

EWU runners head down the stretch.

Harriers to run at Far West
by .John Swenson
Easterner Staff

Montana at Albi
With an impressive young
quarterback with a familiar
name, and a linebacking corp
devastated by injuries, the University of Montana invades Spokane 's Albi Stadium Satl!r, ay to
play Eastern Washington University. Kickoff is 2 p.m . in Eastern 's annual Homecoming
game.
Montana brings just a 2-7 record into Saturday's game against
the nationally-ranked Eagles, but
EWU head coach Dick Zornes is
impressed with the young talent
the Grizzlies possess. Of the
team 's 22 starters, 11 are either
freshmen or sophomores, including four frosh .
" We know they have some
good, 3/0ung personnel because
we tried to recruit many of their
players out of high school," Zornes said. " Those young guys will
come through for them . They 're
getting better."
Freshman quarterback Shanon
Mornhinweg is one such talented
freshman, starting the last two
games for an offensive s1 ..1keup
saw the Grizzlies all but abandon
their wishbone offense. He is the
brother Qf former Grizzly Marty
Mornhinweg, who holds most of
the school's passing records after
playing from 1980-84.
The younger Mornhinweg has
passed for 613 yards this season,
completing 39-of-78 passes with
two touchdowns and two interceptions. He has also ran for 116
yards and already broke one of
Marty's, records, compiling 451
yards in total offense in his first
career start two weeks ago against Weber State.
'"!'hey say he's a great one just
like his brother," Zornes said.
"They're awfully good on offense
with him there. And if they decide
to run the wishbone against us,
that will pose lots of problems."
But defensively is where the
Grizzlies have had problems,
primarily at linebacker. Both
starting inside linebackers have
been lost for the season because
of injuries, as has one of their

outside backers. The other starting outside linebacker Tecently
quit the team , resulting in two
sophomores, a freshman and a
junior filling in at those spots.
In addition, starting strong
safety Terry Shillam , a former
all-stater from Spokane's East
Valley High School, saw limited
action in several games because
of a broken arm . Although tie is
playing with a cast, Shillam is the
team's leading tackler with 69
and leading intercepter with four .
The result of the Grizzlies'
defensive woes is reflected in the
536.9 yards per game the Grizzlies surrender in total offense.
Included was an NCAA Division
1-AA record 800 allowed against
Weber State two weeks ago and
504 last week in a 28-3 loss to
Boise State.
Other individual Montana leaders en defense include linebacker
Mike Rankin, who is second in
tackles with 68. Former Shadle
Park High School student Shawn
Poole leads the team in tackles
for losses with 9½ for minus 49
yards from his defensive tackle
position. However, he is doubtful
for this weekend's game after
injuring a shoulder against Weber State and sitting out the Boise
State game. His brother Scott is a
starter at right offensive tackle.
Leading the Grizzlies in rushing is Leroy Foster, who stands
just 5-foot-5, 155 pounds. He has
616 yards on 137 carries with
three touchdowns . Tight end Paul
Lamb is the leading receiver with
31 catches for 467 yards and three
touchdowns.
Kicker Eby Dobson, who has
missed potential game-winning
field goals in the last minute in
the previous two EWU-Montana
meetings, has converted 14-of-14
extra points and 8-of-11 field
goals, including a career-best
48-yarder last week against Boise
State. Mike Rice has a 44.3
punting average, including a 74yarder against BSU. Rice is also
a kickoff and punt returner, and
backup wide receiver.
. ..
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The Eastern men's cross country team heads into what will
probably be their final meet of
the season this weekend. This is
the Far West regional meet in
Bellevue, which will decide which
individuals and teams qualify for
the NCAA Division 1 championships .
The 27 teams eligible to compete in th.is meet include all the
PaCfj9 schools. Only the top three
teams travel on to the national
championships, but Eas·tern
coach Gerald Martin believes
that " there's an outside chance
we could qualify if Arizona and
UCLA run poorly, like they did at
Pac-lOs ."
So far this year the Eagles have
had a fairly successful season.

Last month they defeated WSU ,
the University of Idaho (UI) and
five other teams in winning their
own EWU Invitational last
month . In their next meet they
followed this up with another
victory over seven more teams,
including the UI again . Typical of
their tight pack of closely-placed
top runners this year , the first
four Eagle runners swept second
through fifth place in this race .
Eastern's next meet was the
weekend of Nov. 1 in Montana,
where they lost their dual meet
with the University of Montana
(UM ). The score in this meet
was not close, however the UM
team is considered to be excellent
this year , looked at as the best
team in the Big Sky Conference.
Thus the stage is set for the
Eagles final meet this weekend .

How well they do will depend , of
course, on how well the top pack
of Eastern Harriers run . There is
no one runner that stands well
above the rest on the Eastern
team . The top four runners have
all taken turns being the first
team member to the finish line
during the course of this season .
These top four runners include
Stan Holman, Alan Hjort, Dan
Hardebeck and Steve Landro.
However well they run this
weekend, one thing is definite-they have big things to look
forward to next year . Holman
will return and Hjort, Hardebeck
and Rich Johnson, the fifth member of the team, are all freshmen.
As they stagger across the
finish line this weekend in Bellevue, they should keEµ that in
mind.

Eagles idle but climb to ·13th
Althoug~1 they didn 't play last
weekend, Eastern Washington
University's football team rose
two spots to l~th this week in the
NCAA Di.vision 1-AA football poll
released Monday.
The Eagles received 25 points
to tie with the University of
Delaware for the 13th spot . Last
week Eastern received 21 points
and was 15th.

Middle Tennessee, the only
remaining unbeaten I-AA team in
the nation with a 9-0 record, is
ranked first. Furman is second,
followed by Nevada-Reno ,
Grambling , Northern Iowa and
Idaho. EWU 's lone losses this
season were to Nevada-Reno and
Idaho.
The rankings are extremely
important in that they help de-

cide playoff pairings which will
be picked Nov. 24, the day after
Eastern closes its season at Idaho
State . Twelve teams make the
playoffs, including six conference
champions , the top two indepen-,
dent teams and four at-large
entries . There are currently
three independent teams--including Delaw~re--ahead of EWU in
the poll .

Basketball scrimmages Sat.
Fans can get their first glimpse
of the Eastern Washington University men's and women's basketball teams this Saturday at
both play their annual Red-White
Intrasquad games at Reese
Court.
The men play at 9:30 a.m .
followed by the women at noon.

Both will split their teams in half
and play a regulation 40-minute
g<! 1e.
EWU 's men's team , which returns four starters from last
season's 12-15 team, opens its
season next Friday night (Nov .
22 ) against Seattle University at
Reese Court at 7:30 p.m. ·The

women also open next Friday at
Reese Court, taking on the University of Utah at 5:45. Last year
the Lady Eagles placed second in
the regular-season Mountain
West Athletic Conference standings and finished the season with
a 20-7 record .

Radio station KRSS will air Eagles
Eastern Washington University's Homecoming footbal' ~arr.e
against the University of Montana this Saturday will be broadcast on KRSS-AM 1230, EWU
Athletic Director Ron Raver announced.
EWU's game at Idaho State
Nov. 23 and any possible playoff

- ·--- --

games will also be broadcast on
KRSS. Air time for this Saturday's game is tentatively scheduled for 1:55 p.m. The game 's
play-by-play announcer has not
yet been decided ,
The decision to broadcast
EWU's games over KRSS was

forced after KXXR radio ceased
operations prior to EWU's Nov . 2
game against Idaho. KXL Y radio
broadcast that game, but the
station was unable to broadcast
any other games because of
conflicts with other programming .

•
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Volteyball finale
East rn Washington Universi ty's 1985 volleyball season comes
to a close this weekend as the
Eagle host playoff contenders
Idaho tale and Weber State in a
pair of Mountain West Athletic
Conference matches at Reese
Court.
EWU , 9-20 on the season and 2-9
in conference play prior to Tuesday's match at Idaho, takes on
Idaho State on Friday and Weber
State on Saturday. Both matches
begin at 7:30p.m.
ISU enters Friday's match with
a 12-22 record overall and is
fighting with four other teams for
the two remaining MW AC playoff ·
berths with a 5-7 conference
record . Weber State is one of
those teams, bringing a 6-6 conference record and 18-13 mark
overall into its match Friday
against Idaho.
EWU has split its two matches
with Idaho State this season, and
lost once to Weber State. The
Eagles defeated the Bengals 1614, 15-12, 15-9 and lost 7-15, 8-15,
7-15. Eastern also lost to the
Wildcats in three games 9-15,
3-15, 10-15.

Idaho State has the lop hitter in
the conference in Margare t
Smith , who is averaging 3.76 kills
per game. Teammate Jeri Wigley leads the MW AC in digs with a
3.26 average per game, and Marie Steilow is third at 2.89.
The Eagles are coming off a
five-game victory over Montana
State last Saturday in Bozeman.
Eastern won 15-10, 4-15, 15-8,
14-16, ·15-11 for its third confererice victory in the four-year
existence of the Mountain West.
Interestingly, all three victories
have been against Montana
State, including two this season.
The victory in Bozeman was the
Eagles' first-ever MWAC win on
the road.
In addition , EWU lost to Montana last weekend although the
Eagles managed to stretch the
match to five games for the
second time this season against
the Grizzlies. Montana rallied for
a 10-15, 15-9, 13-15, 15-2, 15-7
victory Saturday.
Eastern's representatives in
this week's conference statistics
include · Kelly Fitzgerald a,h:I
Sara Ufford, second and third,

Errin Seales deftly taps one over opponent's head.
respectively, in ace serves. Jolene Harwood is fourth in blocking and Katie Overholser is third

in assists .
Currently 11-1, Portland State
wrapped up its fourth straight

Superior
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Service

3 EACH RIBBONS
1 EACH CORRECTION TAPE
$16.50 VALUE FOR ONLY $10.50
NO OTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES
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10 Visits $27.00
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Simmons adds, "I want. to
be realistic but I do think being
All-American is a goal of mine
and the coaches. The ability's
there ."
How appropriate it is that
Simmons is a tackle, but in a
much broader sense as Big Ed
has patiently been blocking life's
obstacles aside whife creatings
openings for the opportunity of
advancement.
Sounds a lot like football, but
we're talking a livetime here, not
just a 60 minute battle.

II

235-6295

~~~
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SPORTS SCHEDULE
Friday. Nov. 15

Volleyball: vs . Idaho State at
Reese Court, 7:30 p.m. (PST)
Wrestling: vs. Highline C.C. at
Reese Court, 3 p.m.
Sat._rday, Nov. 16

I-

* For Quality and Pliice* -

I

gridiron either . "He's a real
leader on the field," said GOach
Hattemer. "A leade._ by demonstration with All-American potential. '

Open Evenings

Don Karger

0

c .o me visit our convenience store

MW AC title with two victories
last weekend. Montana is .;econd
in the conference at 8-4, followed
by Idaho at 6-5 and Weber State
at 6-6. Boise State and Idaho State
are both 5-7, followed by Montana
State at 4-8 and EWU at 2-9.

continued from page 15 ·
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General Manager

1

SEA GALLEY STORES, INC.
N. 1221 Howard St.
Spokane, WA 99201, (509) 327-~361

Football: vs. Monta·na .at Albi
Stadium, 2 p.m ., Homecoming
Volleyball: vs. Weber State at
Reese Court, 7:30 p.m. (PST)
Men's X-Country: at NCAA
Regionals in Bellevue
Women's X-Country: at NCAA
District 7 Meet in Boise
Men's Hoop: lntrasquad game
at Reese Court, 9:30a.m.
Women's Hoop: Intrasquad
game at Reese Court, noon.

TiHESTR~PPED'J OCK

·and
We Deliver Heating Oil

Blll~s FlllS
-·103 First - Cheney

235-4400

N•TUJWSELECTIO

FOA AJ:hilLEmES OR SJil!JDENiTS

ON A lilGHT BUDGET

E.W.U. S1FlUIDENTS 10% OIFF
ON ~li..l MEIRCIHANIDISE
WITIH CUIRRENT: 1.D.
Phone
325-1701

SCOREBOARD
Football

Idle.
Volleyball

WSU def. EWU 15-8, 15-2 1 16-14
Montana def. EWU 10-15, 15-9,
13°15, 15-2, 15-7
EWU def. Montana State 15-10,
4-15, 15-8, 14-16, 15-11

Cross Country
Both the men's and women's
teams were idle.
Wrestling

Finished first in the Calgary
Quadrangular Duals by defeating
the University of Alberta 54-0,
Northern Montana 21-12 and the
University of Calgary 45-10.
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'Big Ed' Simmons overcomillg life's obstacles
by .Jeff Wark
Sports Editor

In an era saturated with materialism and egomania, Ed Simmons is truly a breath of fresh
air .
Standing almost 6 feet 5 inches
and tipping the scales at 265
pounds, one would think Eastern 's starting right tackle would
have an ego as large as his
physical i:;tature. Nothing could
be further from the truth.
"Big Ed " is so genuinely warm
and unassuming that it's hard to
believe he's a menacing man of
the trenches once football Saturday rears its violent head .
The real beauty in Simmons is
his overwhelming victory in the
fac e of life's adversity--on and off
the fi eld .
" I come from a broken fam ily ," r ev eal s Simmons, who
found himself fatherless al the
young age of three. Although
Simmons has weathered the turbulence of watching his father
marry three times, and his mother twice, he somehow puts
these trials and tribulations in
healthy perspective. "It was hard
growing up because I never
n:ally had a father," said the
modest Simmons. "However, it
was also good in a way because
when my mom worked I had to
take care of the family so I
learned responsibility very early
in life. " Simmons has three sisters and two step-brothers .
From his anguishing existance
asa youngster in Stockton, Calif.,
Simmons, with his mother and
sisters, moved to Seattle. Simmons graduated from Nathan
Hale High School in 1982 after
earning All-Metro League honors
as an offensive tackle and averaged 14 .1 points and 13 rebounds
p~r game for the basketbaJI
team .
" We recruited him right off the
basketball court," says EWU's
offensive coordinator/offensive
line coach Larry Hat.temer .
" Coach Jake Cabell (defensive
coordinator/defensive line) saw
him first then I went and saw him
play. What impressed me was his
ability and competitiveness.

" He 's a kid who's worked hard
to overcome hi s environmental
situation (broken family ). And
he 's improved greatly in knowledge , strength and wanting to be
a football player . He has always
been extremely tough and a very
good alhlete , all he had to do was
learn how to play ," said J-l.qttemer .
Besides having to overcome the
mental agony that an abridged
family situation inflicts , there
has also been problems of a
physical nature . "He's had more
knee strains from happenstance
than anybody I've seen ," said
Hattemer . " The thing that saved
him are the Anderson knee braces . They 're the best thing thats
happened to football. "
Redshirted, in 1982, and sporadically missing games in 1983 and
'84 due to knee injuries , it 's
amazing the vunerable leg joints
have yet to undergo the knife.
''I haven 't had any 'real ' problems," Simmons humbly downplays , "just some stretched ligaments and injuries that only time
will heal."
Simmons ' high school coach
Ben Wright came to EWU for a
lineman 's camp, and with the
help of him and interested coaches at Eastern, Simmons made his
decision to come to Cheney.
Simmons is glad he , chose
Eastern over rival recruiters '
Idaho and Montana . "Yes, I'm
glad I picked Eastern," he said.
"When I came here they already
had good linemen and it- pusfied
me to be a better player. When
they left I was ready .''
An exceptional pass blocker,
Simmons claims the hardest
thing confronting his as a lineman doesn't have to ~o with his
on field a~'.jgnments. "As a lineman, the hardest thing is recognition . When you want to go somewhere (pro) after college, it 's
hard for a lineman," he said.
Such is the plight of footballs
most unrecognized and underpublicized position. But it is not
without i. ts rewards also. " Being
an independent university , after
last year's Big Sky ordeal (membership denial) , it's probably my
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Ed Simmons (76) holds court before Monday's indoor practice.
biggest thrill at Eastern to beat
those schools,'' says Big Ed.
The magr,animous . Simmons
has also gone through an academic metamorphosis, from early
school boy diff.iculties difficulties
into becoming an excellent college student. All it took. was some
self-confidence and a little independance.
"I improved academically
from being on my own," says
Simmons. "At first it took a lot to

adjust. I didn't have much support when I left for college. No
one from my family has even
ever gone to college, but now that
I have proven myself academically, the family suppor:t is really
there .' '
Simmons' inspiration for the
game of football was instilled in
him by the fond remembrance of
his late grandfather , who died in
1983. " He was a big Oakland
Raider fan," said Simmons. "I

photo by Jeff Wark

told him you 're going to see me
play some day, but I never saw
him again after we moved to
Seattle. Then he died while I was
here at Eastern. Now, when
something gets me down, I think
about him and then I push harder
to accomplish whats bothering
me."
Ed Simmons is a big man full of
substance and character, who, by
the way , is not too shabby on the

continued on page 14

EARN A PART-TIME
INCOME PLUS
$5.840 FOR COWGE.
Qualify to train in one of several interesting skills available
in a nearby Army Reserve unit, and you'll earn a good part-time
salary, plus receiving up to $5,040 for college iliat won't cost
you one penny.
You'll serve one weekend a month (usually) plus two weeks
annual training and earn over $1,225 a year to start.
You can begin to earn your college fund after just six
months in the Army Reserve. Ask your local Reserve recruiter for
all the details about the New G .l. Bill college money opportunity. Stop by or call:

Make Your

...

RESUME
Cot:Jnt!
First impressions are crucial
when you're looking for a job.
Give yourself an edge
with a professionally designed resume.

Don't settle for Mediocrity I
Call Now

Sergeant First 0cm Davis 456-3797

WALDENBERG IDESIGN

ARMY RESERVE.
BE A! LYOU aN BE.

534-6925
Free Estimates
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Free Pool
50¢ Mugs for mug club
members. Ask about our
membership.

t

WEDNESDAY'S QUARTERS NIGHT

t

DAILY DRAFT SPECIAL
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25¢ beer f ram 8:00 to 9:00
3 Drafts for $1.50
Buy 1st one, get 2 tokens towards
other two

Calendar
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ni led
hurch and
Method isl
MC'lhodi st ' tuclent F ll ow hip .
Th fol lo\, ing i a li s t of activi ti for Hunger Awaren s · Week .
Di cu · sion will follow film
where th e are li sted.

Place a classified ad
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Monda y . Nov . 18

10 n .m .--" Rich and Poor : What
an We Do .·· .J le Hall room 213
12 noon --" H.ich and Poor .. . "
Women 's Center , 114 Monroe Hall
2:30 p.m .--" I Want to Live"
produced by John Denver , New man Center. 837 Elm
12 mid --Begin 36 hour fast
Tuesday, Nov . 1H

- - - - - - - - --

wi lh Janet St v '11 ·on , 'hurch
v\ orld
r vice/ ROP
2:30 p .m .--'' l{ich and Poor .. . "
.,,·m a n nt er , 837 Elm
7 p.m .--' ' Rich ·rnd Poor ... ··
P B Lounge 2r
_\\cdn1's(lay. ov.:w
11 a .m .--"Ric h and Poor ... "
l a tl ronlGl
12 noon-- Br ak Pas tin g Pra ye r
Scrvi<.:e and Lunch at K-Housc
5: 30 p.m .--Third World Supper
a nd " I Want to Live " Cheney
niled Methodist hurch, 4th and
G, $.:,0 donation .
Thursday, Nov. 21

noon--" ! Want to Live"
··welfare--Another Perspective "
12

! ~******************************
~ i ,'"~ SHOWIES ~ !
12 noon--"Rich and Poor ... "

** *
:
: *
* **
: !
* :
*
: *
* !
* t
)}

Senio r J-1'111 Lounge
7 p.rn .--" E:v e r on·. E ' I" whl're · · 11arr a t d by Moth ' I'
Thcn•srJ. Emrna nu ,1 I ut!1 ran
Church. r,:~y Elm
Frida . 1 ov. 22

Thursday- Live Music

Saturda y,

INTERNSHIP sales posit io ns
with No r thwest ern Mutual
Life . 928-1348.
TYPI S TS

W P.

KIV

P O Box
E11 1abP. t11 NJ , 72•1 7

Fil

7.

*
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Friday - 5 to 9

SPAGHETTI FEED

fartl i'tt nt l't ,!

U/11 /i- )',w l\ 0 1, h .•

:

$3.50
Meat Sauce - Salad - French Bread
Pint of Pilsner

**
#
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VINCE NOVAK
O WN ER

1 N DIVI SION
SPOKAN E WA
207
27 8

Let's Get Physical
for the Holidays!

**
**
**
**
*

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE AT THESE LOW PRICES!!
,

Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-9 p.m_

406 1st
Cheney
235-8388

'!i 500

t1 o rn e 1 Writ ,

******************* *****************************~~ ~

You can .have a
BEAUTIFUL TAN
by the Holidays
8 Sessions
ONLY $19.95

ov. 2:i

10 :30 a .m .-5 p.m .--Int.crnalion al Tennis Tournament
H p.111.-12 p.m. --Dancc at the
P B for a $1 donation, with a
.Jazz II perl'orrn a nc •.

:

8:30-12:30
Free Pretzels - No Cover

KEG TO GO - 235-6294

.

5::rn p.m .-- lntcrnational Te nni.
Tournament, EW
Fieldhouse.
$1 --$2 donation . R gister at international Students Office, Pat.. 203
359-2331 . Trophies awarded.

*

414 1st

-

Sat.
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Sun.
12 p.m.-6 p.m.

N ? WALL Sl
SPOKANE WA
20 1

24 12

